TRAVELPLUGZ

360° online distribution

KOEDIA
WHY CHOOSING TRAVELPLUGZ?

- Hundreds of providers available through a unique API
- Flexible pricing system for every operator
- Mapping services included
- Direct distribution to all Koedia white labels
- Outsourcing of technical services: Koedia handles technical investigations in case of incidents with providers
- Monitoring and analysis through an Admin dashboard

OUR KEY FACTS 2019

+ than 1 million bookings
EASY SETUP

1. Configure and deploy your platform
2. Train user staff
3. Create static content - descriptions, pictures and rate policies
4. Load dynamic content

PRE-REQUISITE

- No condition required

PRICING

SETUP FEE
LOOK TO BOOK
TRANSACTION FEE

One-shot fee
Variable fees
IMPROVE YOUR DISTRIBUTION WITH TRAVELPLUGZ

DIRECT
WEBSITE

MARKET
PLACES

KOEDIA’S
DISTRIBUTORS

XML CONNECTION PUSH AND PULL

MANAGE YOUR
MULTICHANNEL
DISTRIBUTION

CUSTOMER CONNECTIVITY

PARTNER CONNECTIVITY

KOEDIA CONNECTIVITY

KOEDIA WHITE LABEL
SOLUTION

FIND HOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ACTIVITIES, TRANSFERS, FLIGHTS

GET THE BEST OFFERS

PROVIDERS

HOTELS

ACTIVITIES

FLIGHTS
ALL YOU CAN DO WITH TRAVELPLUGZ

MANAGE your multichannel distribution through a unique XML flow by Koedia.

SOURCE from a rich and up-to-date database of more than 100 suppliers.

FILTER results, compare offers and display best rates.

COMPARE providers in one click and display the top ones for your customers.

OPEN new opportunities through a multicurrency, multilingual and high-performing system.

CONFIGURE commissions and markups directly from the web front.

SPEED UP response delay by automatic updates of static data.

MAIN BENEFITS

Full technical support from API development to certification

Pricing based on transaction fee: a win-win business model. Pay when you sell!

Display results through an easy, flexible and high-performing webservice

Search from all your providers in the unique Koedia API
**KOEDIA France**  
Biot Sophia Antipolis, France  
Phone: +33 (0)4 83 28 82 30  
Mail: sales@koedia.com

**KOEDIA Spain**  
Barcelone, Spain  
Phone: +34 (0)512 70 31 16  
Mail: sales@koedia.com

More information [www.koedia.com](http://www.koedia.com)